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People stroll through a farmer's market set up at Otay Ranch Town Center in Chula Vista last summer. Hayne Palmour IV

A few hours before Monday’s One Paseo meeting, I stood at the border with San Diego Councilman David Alvarez and looked at a bright

bridge to the future.

As early as this winter, U.S. airline passengers will walk across the trans-border bridge to board flights from Tijuana’s A.L. Rodriguez
International Airport.

South County will hold a golden door to the globe.

Miramar? Who needs it?

The symbolism with Alvarez, whose district includes Otay Mesa, was rich.

Carmel Valley, San Diego’s rich northern reach, was vainly fighting to hold its urbanized future at bay.

If able to swing it, One Paseo foes would suspend the present in amber.

Otay Mesa, on the other hand, the city’s southern reach with thousands of acres of raw industrial land, can’t wait for the future’s traffic to
grow to full force.

In my familiar turf of North County, “future” is often a fighting word. To South County, the future is the public watchword.

As the memory of the Great Recession — and, to a degree, Mexican narco-terrorism — fades, southern optimism is surging.

You can feel it up and down the bay — in National City’s glossy marina, I.B.’s glassy surf-town vibe — but you feel it most powerfully in
Otay Ranch Town Center.

On Monday, the crowd is light. The drop-dead mall, built shortly before the recession, has been limping along in the wake of the housing
crash.

But happier days are coming soon.

Within a 5-mile radius, 20,000 homes will be built in the next two years, the South County Economic Development Council reports.

A segment of the mall’s neighbors will be Latino — Mexicans who once bought in Coronado will be coming across the bay, developers
predict — but up to 40 percent will be Asian.

A binational economy enriches the human family.

In this new “urban suburban” world, dense villages will be linked to Bus Rapid Transit lines speeding to San Diego and the border.
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Though she’s mayor of a 103-year-old city, Chula Vista’s Mary Salas likes to talk about the “blank slate” of Otay Ranch. In the early ‘90s,
planners drew arterials on an empty blackboard and now the nutrient-rich blood is starting to course.

At the French-Italian Savoie restaurant, Salas discusses open-ended plans for a 375-acre university (or a mix of ivory towers) near the
Olympic training facility, which the city may buy in the near future, she said.

It will be a long, long time before South County NIMBYs rise up to protest the injection of more vibrant life into their big picture.

For now, they’re North County 40 years ago. They hunger for houses and jobs in their huge back yard.

In the southwest corner of the county, the future is a much-anticipated film — and the trailer is looking pretty good.
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